
 

 
Fine wool clip preparation- (Quality Control) 
By Robert Pattison, Regional Manager, Otago 

 
Meeting the needs of fine wool processors 
Wool preparation is preparing a wool clip for sale and subsequent manufacture.  Ideally it should 
satisfy the needs of both, but unfortunately often all the effort falls short.  All wool preparation should 
be aimed at increasing the overall net value of a wool clip. 
 
i.e.:  Costs should not exceed benefits.  The objective should be to maximise the net return, while at 

the same time meeting the following aims: - 
- Presenting wool in uniform lines suitable for trading and manufacture - uniform for diameter, 

length, colour, style and breed type. 
- Keep wool faults likely to affect processing to a minimum. 

Priorities for good quality control (Sheep management) 
•  Crutching: 
 -   Ask shearers not to “fan crutch”.  It is a costly and wasteful practice. 
 -   Wasteful because good clean fleece wool is shorn from the flanks and above the tail. 
 - Costly because if the short clean wool is not adequately cleared away from the fleece when 

the sheep is shorn, the main fleece lines will be valued as having “mixed length” and could 
receive discounts anywhere from 50c to $1.00/kg (or $2.50 → $5.00 per sheep). 

  
• Crutching should be restricted to just: 
 - Removing dags from under the tail and wool from down the inside of the hind legs for ewes, 

to avoid dags and urine stained wool. 
 - For wethers, just clear enough wool to avoid dags around the tail, and clear the wool from 

around the pizzle to avoid contamination from urine stain. 
 - An alternative would be to remove the belly at crutching time, and leave the belly on at 

shearing time. 

Sheep management before shearing 
• Keep sheep away from scrub and gorse (it will reduce vegetable matter contamination). 
• Avoid getting the wool clip covered in pen stain.  Dag sheep at least one or two weeks before 

shearing.   Stand sheep in a bare paddock 24 hours before shedding up. 
• Avoid “cotting” maintaining adequate feeding levels and by shearing before December.   
• Avoid contaminating your wool clip, ensure fences, yards and woolshed are cleared of synthetic 

twine and bags. 
• Prepare your “Quality Plan” and decide on your quality control requirements. 
• Talk to your classer, shearers, shed hands or shearing contractor about your clip preparation 

requirements, such as: 
 - Number of sheep to be shorn each day. 
 - Number of shearers and shed hands. 
 - The standard of work required. 
 - The hours of work. 
  - The penalties of being a shed hand short, or for poor shearing and wool-handling     

standards. 
 - Arrangements for meals. 

- Any special requirements you may have to meet forward contracts, or for wool 
preparation, classing and packaging should be clearly stated and agreed before 
shearing starts.  Set them out in writing and display them on your shed notice board.
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In the woolshed   
Remember for good quality work you need to set an example and explain what your expectations 
are!!!!! 

- Have your woolshed clean and tidy (good lighting and equipment are essential).  Being 
Fernmark accredited shows you are committed to quality assurance. 

- Having the appropriate signage shows everyone entering your woolshed that they are 
entering a working environment where quality control is enforced. 

- Being in the shed when the gang arrives to meet the people and to see the start of both 
shearing and wool-handling shows the people you are interested.  After all, your wool clip is 
the greatest part (possibly 75%) of your income. 

- Be very precise about what your requirements and expectations are, you set the standards, 
it is up to the shearing contractor and shearing gang to deliver what you want (that is what 
you pay for).  If you have contract specifications to meet, make sure your classer knows the 
full specification requirements for micron, staple length and topmaking style.   

- Having a “notice board” displaying checklists of responsibilities for the shearers, wool-
handlers, classer and presser is a useful way of making sure everyone knows what is 
expected of them. 

- A checklist showing the number of different mobs of sheep to be shorn, along with the 
number shorn each run is also useful, so everyone knows which mob they are working on, 
as well as being able to see in advance when there will be mob and wool changes.  Having 
these details is important for the leading wool-handler, classer and presser to plan for 
complete bales and lines, avoiding unnecessary and costly binning charges.  

 
On the shearing board 
• Establish quality control procedures - 
 - INSIST the board is kept clean and clear of short wool at all times 
 - That the crutch wool from every sheep is swept clear and any urine stain or dags are picked 

out.  (Well-presented sheep will have very little urine stain or dags).  Make sure just the 
right amount of short wool is removed.  Too much and good full-length fleece wool will be 
down graded to second pieces and locks value.  Too little and your main fleece lines will be 
mixed for staple length. 

 - Bellies have very yellow fribs removed. 
 - Wether bellies have pizzle stain removed. 
 - Topknots and eye wigs should be kept separate; otherwise they will be mixed through the 

second Pieces and locks, or in with the necks. 
 - Fleeces are picked up and thrown on the wool table properly.  Insist on having only 1 fleece 

on the table at a time.  If you see the wool-handlers have more than one fleece on the table 
and several fleeces on the floor waiting to be skirted, it may indicate another wool table is 
required. 

 - INSIST on good clean shearing, keeping second cuts to a minimum. 
 
Following these simple guidelines should ensure your good quality fleece wool is not contaminated 
with short sweat ends, discoloured pieces or short neck wool and second cuts. 
 
NOTE:  Shearers should be instructed to tell shed hands (or call black wool) when they see sheep 
with spots of black fibre.  All sheep with black spots should be identified and culled from the flock. 
 
On the wool table - (fleece preparation) 
• INSIST on MINIMUM, but CONSISTENT skirting levels. 
• Be specific about your requirements. 
• Every fleece should have the rump (hind legs and tail) checked for short fleece wool, stain or 

dag missed on the board. 
• Shake each fleece to remove second cuts. 
• Handling fleeces of good colour  (Good Topmaking Style) only remove:    

- dirty greasy pieces. 
- felted points from front legs.  
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 -   very yellow fribby pieces. 
 -   cotted shoulders and flanks. 
 -   yellow flanks and backs. 
 -   nests of vegetable matter, thistle heads and moit (hay, leaves, twigs). 
 -   clumps of very heavy seed (burrs). 
 -   neck collars, only if they are very short, cotted or seedy. 
 -   patches of heavy shed stain. 
 -   raddle or tupping crayon. 
• Cots should be thrown over the wool table and checked for dags and urine stains and heavily 

discoloured short fribby pieces. 
 

Note: Where the fleeces are identified as “Spinners or Best Topmaking style”, then it maybe 
worth considering specialist skirting levels, in order to get the very good style fleece wool 
separated from the rest of the clip. 

⇒ 

Classing - Merino clips 
AIM: (a) To match fleeces of similar fineness, length, colour, style and breed type into saleable        

lines. 
(b) To present uniform lines of wool which; 

-   maximize the net value of the whole clip. 
  -  meet the technical requirements of manufacturers. 
  -  buyers can trade with confidence. 

Some basic rules 
- Set up fewest lines possible, keeping clear distinctions for fineness, length, colour and style. 
- Avoid over-classing; small lines create additional costs for re-classing, binning, interlotting and 

testing.  1-bale lines can only be justified for wools 16 micron and finer. 
- Keep the number of re-class fleeces to a minimum.  Well thought out lines will accommodate 

virtually all fleeces from a flock.  (Re-class fleeces from a full wool flock should be restricted to 
off-types such as double fleeces, different breed type, cotted, doggy, dermatitis, bacterial stains, 
black fibre or second shear.) 

Diameter (fineness) 
- Use the classing curve, work on the principle that most flocks will have a main line with a 

fine and strong edge to be classed out.  Remember the fleeces you are classing, account 
for less than 20% of the total fibre diameter variability within the mob you are working with.  
For example;  

- In an adult Merino wool clip with an average Mean Fibre Diameter (MFD) of 19 microns; 
- The variation of MFD between individual fibres within each staple will be between 20 and 

25 microns. The finest fibres will be 5 microns and the strongest fibres will be 25 microns.   
- The variation of MFD between individual staples within a fleece will be between 5 and 10 

microns.  The finest staples will be 15 microns and the strongest staples will be 25 microns.   
- While the variation of MFD between individual fleeces will be between 6 to 8 microns.  

The finest fleeces within the mob will be 16 microns and the strongest fleeces will 24 
microns.     

Staple length 
- Most wool clips have a variation in staple length between fleeces, and it may be necessary to 

remove a secondary line of shorter fleeces.  As a guide the acceptable staple length variation 
within lines of Merino fleece wool is between 15mm to 25 mm.   

- i.e.: For a Merino clip with a main line of 19 micron fleece, 65 - 85 mm staple length, a short 
secondary line would be 50 - 65 mm.   

- For a Merino clip with a main line of 17 micron fleece, 60 – 70mm staple length, a short 
secondary line would be 40 – 60mm.  Remember, staple length variation between fleeces only 
accounts for 10% of the total fibre length variability within the mob. 
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Soundness 
- Some of the sheep from the flock may have suffered from animal health problems or nutritional 

stress, and may have fleeces that are tender; these should be classed into a separate line.   

Colour 
- Where a wool clip contains yellow fleeces these should be classed out as “off-types”.  Normally 

one line is acceptable, however where the wool-clip is large enough two lines (fine and medium) 
could be justified. 

 
Following these guidelines, good quality “Clip Preparation” will produce sizeable uniform lines of wool 
suitable for trading and subsequent manufacture into products which will meet the challenges of 
consumer demands for style and product performance. 
 
Most importantly it will satisfy the requirements of our yarn and top making processors, weavers and 
garment manufacturers ensuring their commitment to using NZ Merino wool. 

Packaging (pressing) 
• Insist on bales being pressed to around 180 kg (remember they must not exceed 200 kg). 
• While the minimum greasy bale weight is 100kg, try to avoid bales less than 140kg, they may 

incur a discount for freight. 
• Plan pressing to avoid part bales. 
• Capping off the bale is important: 
 -   fasten inside flaps with 3 clips. 
 -   fasten outside flaps with 4 clips. 
 -   press your bales to correct length - 1.25 m.  
 -   overlap flaps by 50-100 mm. 
 -   there should not be any wool exposed from the corners or top of the bale. 
 -   all Merino wool must be packed in Nylon packs. 
  

Wool specification notes 
Prepare clear and accurate specifications; they are your instructions to your wool-broker.  They 
provide the following important details for your wool-clip. 
• Farm brand, owners name and address, as well as advising; 
 - The number of bales in each consignment. 
 - The line descriptions. 
 - Individual bale numbers for each line. 
 - The number of bales in each line. 
 - Your instructions as to how the wool is to be sold. 
 - If shearing is completed, or if there is more wool to come. 
 
Remember 
 - send your specification notes with your wool. 

 -   ask for full pre-sales measurements on all your wool - i.e.: micron, yield and vegetable    
matter content, colour and additional measurements for staple length and strength on your 
main lines. 

 
This objective measurement information on your main lines will assist you in making future decisions 
for managing feeding levels, animal health and welfare, planning future shearing dates, and for 
reviewing and establishing clip preparation, classing and packaging procedures. 
 
Finally, be in the woolshed regularly to see your instructions are being followed correctly. 
 
Good preparation requires adequate labour.  (As a guide, one shed hand for approximately 200 
sheep shorn per day).  This depends on woolshed facilities, wool-handlers experience, ability and 
expertise.  A good shed hand is an asset; a poor one is a liability.  Farmers must be able to identify 
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the good shearers and shed hands from the poor ones.  There are two categories of poor quality staff, 
the “don’t knows” and the “don’t want to knows”.  The “don’t knows” are usually learners, who given 
the opportunity can be trained and educated.  The “don’t want to knows” are unlikely to change and it 
is better to have them replaced. 
 

A practical guide to wool classing 
 
Classing can be defined as “grouping fleeces into sale lines” in the woolshed.  Taking into account 
factors such as style and breed type, fineness, length, colour. 
 
How is it done? 
Classer sums up the wool in the flock by; 
 
1. Building up background knowledge of the flock, average micron, breeding programme. 
2. Checking previous years records, wool broker account sales, wool sale catalogue, and 

discussion with wool broker and farmer. 
3. Previous shearing dates for all mobs. 
4. Checking on number of sheep to be shorn. 
5. Inspecting sheep before shearing starts. 
6. Considering any likely differences between mobs. 
7. Planning the classing strategy to meet forward contract specifications. 
 
Remember the “objective” is to present the “whole clip” in a way that will gain the maximum return for 
the farmer by making up uniform lines of wool. 

Tasks between runs: 
• check oddments. 
• check the completed bales with presser to see they are correctly numbered, to detect any 

duplication of numbers and that the line descriptions are correct. 
• establish a routine early as this usually continues until the cut out approaches. 

Skills required of a good classer: 
• Knowledge to assess the “potential of the clip” and make decisions on the level of preparation. 
• Technical knowledge and ability to consistently assess each fleece and place it into the 

appropriate line.  To think and plan ahead.  Have a clear picture of what is being done. 
• Provide leadership and supervision. 
• Encourage teamwork and good communication. 

Be able to set standards, lead by example, and maintain the standards set for fleece wool, 
oddments, and packaging. 

− 

− Be able to delegate responsibilities along with the appropriate authority to individuals 
within the team to help in the smooth running of the woolshed. 

• To prepare accurate specifications and clear instructions on how the clip is to be presented for 
sale. 

• Advise the farmer, wool-handlers and wool-broker of any special instructions.  

Remember there are no prizes for: 
• Making small lines, (unless there are specialty fleeces of Spinners Topmaking style) or fleeces 

finer than 16 micron. 
• Binning large quantities of wool. 
• Upsetting shed staff with unreasonable demands. 
• Dithering over decisions, getting behind or “woolled up”. 
• Being late.  
• Being untidy. 
• Being inconsistent when giving instructions to wool-handlers and the presser. 
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A good classer is a professional who has: 
• A sound technical knowledge, along with practical wool-handling and classing skills. 
• The ability to see the potential of a wool-clip. 
• Willingness to accept responsibility. 
• Ability to supervise and manage people. 
• Ability to react positively to unexpected changes. 
• Who maintains an ongoing dialogue with the farmer, wool-broker, shed hands and shearers. 
• Is able to evaluate advice from people who visit while shearing is in progress. 

Classing strategies 
• Planning before shearing starts. 
 
 Communication is really important, talk to all the people involved with the harvesting and sale 

of the wool clip: 
Wool broker (discuss previous years information, forward contract requirements) • 

• 

• 

• 

Farmer, discuss; 
 -   number of sheep. 
 -   previous shearing dates. 
 -   likely differences between mobs. 

- breeding objectives, average micron for flock. 
- classing requirements to meet special contract specifications. 

Shearing contractor, to find out the experience, knowledge and skill levels of the shearing gang, 
how many shed hands will be employed, how many sheep will be shorn each day. 
Wool-handlers 

- Sort out who will be the leading wool-handler to take responsibility for the wool-handling 
standards. 

 -   Discuss wool-handling requirements, it is good practice to ask a shearer to shear 1 or 2 
sheep to demonstrate wool-handling on the board, and skirting levels on the table. 

- Wool-shed set up, placement of fadges, bins, table and wool press. 
-     Placement of staff, their wool-handling tasks and responsibilities for the board and the table                   

      along with their rotation. 
• Presser 
 -   discuss bale numbers, line descriptions, bale weights, tidiness of bales, branding and mob 

changes as well as safe sheep handling procedures.   

Example of a classing plan for setting up fleece and oddment lines 
 3,000 ewes, average (19.0 micron).  
 3 stand woolshed 
 Average greasy fleece weight 4.5 kg/hd = 13,500 kg 
 Shearing 750 - 800/day, (190 –200 per run)  
 Skirted fleeces 3.5 kg 
 Oddments 1.0 kg 
 Approx 50 fleeces/bale (approx 175 kg) 

 
Classer is new to job; shearers and wool-handlers have been briefed on what is expected of them.   
 
From information for the past year (supplied by farmer and wool broker), the wool clip has been 
classed into fine/medium/strong categories - between 17-22 microns.  For the past 3 years the farmer 
has been buying finer rams – 15.0 to 16.0 microns.   
 
A look through the sheep in pens and yards confirms his/her thoughts, but classer also notices some 
of the older sheep have shorter poorer style fleeces.  Possibly meaning an extra secondary line for 
the shorter more variable fleeces.   
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Shearing Starts 
Classer sets up bins for AA Fine and AA Medium lines.  Allocates 3 extra bins for Strong and 
secondary lines to accommodate off-type fleeces. 

Line Summary 
 

Line No. Description Micron Type Staple Length Style/Colour 
1 AA ExF Mer 15-17 60-80 Best TM 
2         AA F Mer 18-19 65-85 Best TM 
3         AA M Mer 20-21 65-85 Best TM 
4  AA STG Mer 22-23  80-100 Good TM 
5           A F Mer (short) 17-20            55-65  Good TM 
6  F Mer 17-20 60-80 Average TM 
7 Backs (Moity)  All in 60-85 Average 
8 NKS All in 50-60 Good/Average 
9 1ST PCS All in 60-80    Good/Average 

10 BLS All in 60-85    Good/Average 
11 FRIBS All in 25-60 Poor 
12 2ND PCS/LOX All in 25-55 Good/Average 
13 E/C All in 20-40 Good/Average 

 
 

After 1st Run (2 hours) 190 sheep shorn =  16 runs 
 
     
Line 
Description 

No. Fleeces 
@ 3.5kg 

Approx No.fleeces 
per line 

Approx No. Bales 
per line 

Micron 
Type 

Est Ave  
Bale 
wght 

AA ex F 10 fleeces    10 @ 16 =     160 =   3 bales 15-17 170kg 
AAF   3 bales  150 @ 16 =   2400 = 48 bales 18-19 180kg 
AAM 18 fleeces   18 @ 16 =     288 =   7 bales 20-21 170kg 
AA Stg   5 fleeces     5 @ 16 =       80  =   2 bales 22-23 150kg 
F (Short)   3 fleeces     4 @ 16 =       48 =   1 bale 17-20 140kg 
F (Yellow)   1 fleece     1 @ 16 =       16 =  50kg (pt bale)   
Backs (Moity)  Approx 20kg   20 @ 16 =    320kg  = 2 bales  160kg 
NKS              10kg   10 @ 16 =    160kg = 1 bale  160kg 
1ST PCS              25kg   25 @ 16 =    400kg = 2 bales  200kg 
BLS              95kg   95 @ 16 =  1520kg = 8 bales  190kg 
FRIBS                5kg     5 @ 16 =      80kg = 80 kg (pt bale)   
2ND PCS/LOX              10kg   10 @ 16 =    160kg = 1 bale  160kg 
E/C                2kg     2 @ 16 =      32kg = 32kg (pt bale)   
 
Using this approach the classer has the ability to see the overall potential of a wool clip and can make 
informed classing decisions and plan for complete bales for virtually all categories of wool in a clip. 
Classer should review his/her assessment of the quantity of wool in each line as shearing progresses.  
A review at quarter, half and three quarters through each mob allows for fine tuning of bale weights in 
order to finish with complete bales for each line, minimizing the weight of wool for binning and re-
class.  
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